same difference
50 years
\[ 2^3 = 8 \]
\[ \sqrt[3]{8} = 2 \]
\[ \log_2(8) = 3 \]
SCOTCEN POLL OF POLLS

SHOULD SCOTLAND BE INDEPENDENT?

NO 52%

YES 58%
The original TRON movie didn't win an academy award for best special effects because the academy said they "cheated" by using computers.
environment

$k_0, k_4, k_6 \ldots \wedge$
What are you working on?

Trying to fix the problems I created when I tried to fix the problems I created when I tried to fix the problems I created when...
these 6 fish in particular
space, saved state

workspaces
Jacob in preceptus:
Platforms 0 to 8
Storm brewing: cafe customer calls police after being served the wrong teabag

By Telegraph Reporters
2 September 2016 - 3:32 PM

A man dialled 999 for the police after he was asked to leave a café by
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Joseph Mallord William Turner

Blank c.1811

Artwork details

Artist: Joseph Mallord William Turner 1775–1851
Title: Blank
From Ivy Bridge to Penzance Sketchbook
Turner Bequest CXXV
Date: c.1811
Dimensions: Support: 166 x 208 mm
Collection: Tate
Acquisition: Accepted by the nation as part of the Turner Bequest 1856
Reference: D08867
Turner Bequest CXXV 3

View this artwork by appointment, at Tate Britain’s Prints and Drawings Rooms

Turner’s sketchbooks

View this artwork in the Ivy Bridge to Penzance Sketchbook
BOOK of
BLANK MAPS
WITH INSTRUCTIONS

LONDON:
W. FOULSHAM & CO., LIMITED

PRICE ONE SHILLING AND SIXPENCE NET
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Postgres For Ladies

Paperback – 12 Jan 2016

by Nicholas Collier (Author)

Be the first to review this item

See all formats and editions

Paperback

£6.81

2 Used from £6.21
9 New from £4.00

Want it delivered to Switzerland by Tuesday, 22 Mar.? Order within 20 hrs 53 mins and choose Priority Express at checkout. Details

Note: This item is eligible for click and collect. Details

This updated and expanded second edition of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject’s core elements, which can be used as a learning material for students pursuing their studies in undergraduate and graduate levels in universities and colleges and those who want to learn the topic via a short and complete resource. We hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career.
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COFFEE FIGHTS ALZHEIMER'S
HONEYSUCKLE DRINK FIGHTS OFF FLU
DRINK TEA FOR STRONG BONES
RHUBARB CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE

CHOCOLATE CAN BEAT DIABETES
GRAPESE FIGHT MEMORY LOSS
WALNUTS PREVENT HEART DISEASE
BANANAS CAN FIGHT THE FLU

LOVE ALL! Andy Murray finally pops the question to Kim
Dowani on trial 'I'm bowed... but I did not kill my wife' - Raquel Welch
Ingredient kills half of cancer cells in 48 hours - Nicole Kidman

Just three cups a day could slash risk of the disease
Just 3 cups a day slashes risk of a fracture by a third
Ingredient kills half of cancer cells in 48 hours

FREE INSULATION FOR YOUR HOME FROM £79
Free inside 16-page pullout of fabulous readers offers
BEVERLEY CALLARD FRIENDS ABANDONED ME WHEN I TOLD THEM I HAD DEPRESSION
UN SAYS OPEN ALL BORDERS TO MIGRANTS

SAS 'BRIED ME TO KEEP SILENT OVER DIANA'S MURDER' CLAIMS WITNESS
WEEK OF SEvere STORMS ON WAY
NOW £10P AMANDA HOLDEN HOW LUCKY BREAK MADE HER A STAR
OWEN RONNIE KRAY: HOW GANGSTER ALMOST BROUGHT DOWN THE GOVERNMENT

Why Dame Helen is feeling 'perky and not saggy'
Experts say they are key to giving your brain a boost
It's so cold even the sea has frozen
Wonder fruit has the power to beat illness
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